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Abstract
It was shown in (Acta Math. Sci. 22 (1) (2002) 19) that two-dimensional nonseparable scaling func-
tion interpolation has better convergence results than scalar wavelet systems in some cases based on several
experimental results. In this paper, we present applications of two-dimensional nonseparable wavelet approx-
imation. The algorithms are developed by using two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation
to perform image compression and image denoising. Comparing with the separable counterparts, our results
show that there are some improvements and advantages of two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
interpolation.
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1. Introduction
Digital image processing has been an active research area for the past three decades. Image
compression and denoising are two important 6elds in digital image processing. Wavelet trans-
forms or interpolations play great roles in either 6eld, since they o7er a new representation for
the data in which features to be processed become more distinct and signi6cant. One of the most
common applications of wavelet theory is data compression. Data compression is concerned with
being able to represent a given mass of data more concisely—easier for storage and transmission—
while retaining the essential information of the original. There are two basic kinds of
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compression schemes: lossless and lossy. In the case of lossless compression one is interested in
reconstructing the data exactly, without any loss of information. Lossy compression techniques in-
volve some loss of information, and data that have been compressed using lossy techniques generally
cannot be recovered or reconstructed exactly. In return for accepting this distortion in the recon-
struction, we can generally obtain much higher compression ratios than is possible with lossless
compression.
In many applications, this lack of exact reconstruction is not a problem. For example, when
viewing a reconstruction of a video sequence, the fact that the reconstruction is di7erent from the
original is generally not important as long as the di7erences do not result in annoying artifacts.
Thus, video is generally compressed using lossy compression.
With lossless compression the reproduction is identical to the original, and hence, quality is not an
issue. In the case of lossy compression, however, the reproduction is only an approximation to the
original image. Measurement of quality is thus an issue with lossy compression. In the context of
lossy compression, we usually are ready to accept an error, as long as the quality after compression
is acceptable. One of the methods to achieve this goal is to employ the wavelet transform. A
wavelet transform is well localized in both space and frequency domains and is very similar to the
mechanisms of human vision system. Thus the wavelet transform matches well with human visual
system characteristics. From an image-coding point of view, this tends to contribute to good image
quality.
There are in fact several ways to use the wavelet transform for compression purposes. One way is
to consider compression to be an approximation problem [2,3]. Another popular method is to apply
wavelet transform to the image that is expected to output a set of de-correlated samples and to
compact most of the energy in few transform coe=cients. The transform coe=cients are then fed to
a quantizer where loss is introduced. As a result of quantization, low magnitude transform coe=cients
become zero. Thus, we get the compressed image. Results reported in the literature [18,19] have
already demonstrated that wavelet-based image compression techniques have many advantages and
match or outperform many other well-known lossy compression methods.
Currently, many excellent wavelet-based image compression algorithms are proposed in the litera-
ture. For example, The EZW algorithm proposed in [19] and the SPIHT algorithm provided in [18]
are two well-known examples.
In almost all the wavelet-based image compression algorithms proposed in the literature, the ten-
sor product two-dimensional wavelet transform is employed. That is, the two-dimensional wavelet
transform is separable. But as noted by many experts, the tensor product wavelet transform gives
preference to the horizontal and vertical directions [11]. In this paper, we will use nonseparable
wavelet transform [13] to perform image compression which will have better performance than sep-
arable wavelet transform. Section 2 presents some preliminary backgrounds on wavelet transforms.
The compression methods and some experimental results are shown in Sections 3 and 4. The com-
pression ratio and measure are de6ned in Section 4.
In many of the engineering and medical 6elds, observed images are subject to degradations caused
by the imaging environment [7]. These degradations can be reduced to signi6cantly by image de-
noising methods. Section 5 provides some preliminary backgrounds on image denoising. Section 6
deals with denoising by using the Nonseparable Scaling Function Interpolation to approximate a
given image. An algorithm and results are presented in Sections 7 and 8. We also compare our
results with others in Section 8.
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2. Separable wavelet transform
2.1. One-dimensional continuous wavelet transforms
First, we review the standard continuous wavelet transforms. Suppose (x) and  (x) are the
scaling function and the corresponding wavelet respectively with 6nite support [0; l] where l is a
positive number. It is well known that (x) and  (x) satisfy the following dilation equation:
(x) =
√
2
l∑
s=0
hs(2x − s) (2.1)
and
 (x) =
√
2
l∑
s=0
gs(2x − s); (2.2)
where the h′ss and g′ss are constants called low- and high-pass 6lter coe=cients, respectively [20].
We will use the following standard notations:
j;k = 2 j=2(2 j − k) (2.3)
and
 j;k = 2 j=2(2 j − k): (2.4)
Consider the subspace Vj of L2 de6ned by
Vj = Span{j;k ; k ∈Z};
and the subspace Wj of L2 de6ned by
Wj = Span{ j;k ; k ∈Z};
the subspaces V ′j s; −∞¡j¡∞, form a multiresolution of L2 with the subspace Wj being the
di7erence between Vj and Vj+1. In fact, the L2 space has an orthonormal decomposition as
L2 = Vj ⊕
∞∑
j=J
Wj: (2.5)
The projection of a L2 function f(x) onto the subspace Vj is de6ned by
fj(x) =
∑
k
j;kj;k(x); (2.6)
where
j;k =
∫
f(x)j;k(x) dx: (2.7)
Similarly, we can project f(x) onto Wj by
wj(x) =
∑
k
j;kj;k(x); (2.8)
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where
j;k =
∫
f(x) j;k(x) dx: (2.9)
Therefore, the function f(x) can be decomposed by
f(x) = fj(x) +
∞∑
i=j
wi(x): (2.10)
The projection fj(x) is called the linear approximation of the function f(x) in the subspace Vj.
From (2.3) and (2.4), the projection coe=cients j;k and j;k of f(x) in the subspaces Vj and Wj
can be easily computed by the so called fast wavelet transform:
j; i =
l∑
s=0
hsj+1;2i+s (2.11)
and
j; i =
l∑
s=0
gsj+1;2i+s: (2.12)
2.2. One-dimensional discrete wavelet transforms (DWT)
Unlike in the continuous case where the wavelet transform is applied to the L2 function f(x),
in the discrete case, we start by considering a set of discrete number which are the low-frequency
coe=cients of the L2 function f(x) at a 6ne level subspace Vj+1.
In practice, discrete wavelet transforms are very useful. It is a tool that cuts up data, functions,
or operators into di7erent frequency components, and then studies each component with a resolution
matched to its scale.
Assume that {hk ; k ∈Z} and {gk ; k ∈Z} are low pass and high pass 6lter coe=cients, respectively
which satisfy (2.1) and (2.2), for a discrete signal {ak ; k ∈Z}, the low-frequency part {ck ; k ∈Z}
and the high-frequency part {dk; k ∈Z} of the DWT of {ak} are:
ck =
∑
l
hl−2kal; (2.13)
dk =
∑
l
gl−2kal: (2.14)
And the inverse DWT will give back {ak} from the knowledge of {ck} and {dk},
ak =
∑
l
(h˜k−2lcl + g˜k−2ldl); (2.15)
where {h˜k ; k ∈Z} and {g˜k ; k ∈Z} are the reconstruction low pass and high pass 6lter coe=cients,
respectively, and they can be obtained from the following equations:
gk = (−1)k h˜−k+1; (2.16)
g˜k = (−1)kh−k+1: (2.17)
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In this discrete case, the linear approximation refers to reconstructing {ak} by discarding the last
term in (2.15).
2.3. Two-dimensional discrete wavelet transforms
Multiresolution analysis of a two-dimensional signal f∈L2(R2) is generated by using tensor
product. It is shown in [16] that orthonormal bases of tensor product spaces can be obtained by
separable products of the two one-dimensional orthogonal bases. Then, if Vj is a multiresolution
analysis of L2(R); V˜ j = Vj ⊗ Vj is a multiresolution analysis of L2(R2) with the orthogonal bases
jm;n = j;m(x)j;n(y) for V˜ j; (2.18)
 jm;n = {j;m(x) j;n(y);  j;m(x)j;n(y);  j;m(x) j;n(y)} for W˜ j; (2.19)
where W˜ j is the orthogonal complement of V˜ j in V˜ j+1.
Thus, for a given discrete signal {ai; j}, we start from a function fj(x; y)∈ V˜ j ⊆ L2(R2) with
fj(x; y) =
∑
ak;lj;k(x)j;l(y): (2.20)
We 6rst decompose fj into
fj(x; y) =
∑
aj−1; k; lj−1; k(x)j−1; l(y) +
∑
bhj−1; k; lj−i; k(x) j−1; l(y)
+
∑
bvj−1; k; l j−1; k(x)j−i; l(y) +
∑
bdj−1; k; l j−1; k(x) j−1(y):
From the result in one-dimensional case, we have
aj−i; k; l = 2
∑
s; t
hs−2kht−2las; t ; (2.21)
bhj−1; k; l = 2
∑
s; t
gs−2kht−2las; t ; (2.22)
bvj−1; k; l = 2
∑
s; t
hs−2kgt−2las; t ; (2.23)
and
bdj−1; k; l = 2
∑
s; t
gs−2kgt−2las; t : (2.24)
This is fast two-dimensional wavelet transform. We can also obtain the fast two-dimensional inverse
wavelet transform which recovers a function from its wavelet coe=cients.
ak;l =2
(∑
s; t
hk−2shl−2taj−1; s; t +
∑
s; t
hk−2sgl−2tbhj−1; s; t
+
∑
s; t
gk−2shl−2tbvj−1; s; t +
∑
s; t
gk−2sgl−2tbdj−1; s; t
)
: (2.25)
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In this two-dimensional case, the linear approximation refers to reconstructing {ai; j} by discarding
the last three terms in (2.25).
3. Image compression using two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation
In this section, we will provide a direct and practical way to do image compression by us-
ing two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation. We view the image compression
problem as approximating f by a compressed function fj. The objective of such a compression
algorithm is to represent certain image with less information than was used to represent the original
image.
First, let us de6ne, somewhat mathematically, what we mean by an image. For image, we shall
mean a digitized gray scale picture that consists of 2m by 2m pixels (typically, 76m6 11), each of
which takes a value between 0 and 2n−1 (typically, n=8). We shall denote the value of the pixel in
row j1 and the column j2 of the image by pj; j := (j1; j2). Whereas transform coding is most often
described solely in terms of the discrete pixel values pj, our analysis is based on interpreting the
image as a smooth, compact support function f de6ned on R2 with the values pj at (j1=2m; j2=2m)
and 0 at (p; q); ((p; q)∈R2 − [− 1=2m; 1]× [− 1=2m; 1]). That is
f(x; y) =


pj; (x; y) = (
j1
2m ;
j2
2m );
connect pj smoothly; (x; y)∈ [− 12m ; 1]× [− 12m ; 1]− ( j12m ; j22m );
0; (x; y)∈R2 − [− 12m ; 1]× [− 12m ; 1]:
(3.26)
Clearly, f(x; y)∈L2(R2). Thus, by [15], we can approximate f(x; y) by using
fj(x; y) = |det M|−j=2
∑
q∈∧
f[M−j(q + c)]jq(x; y); j∈Z; (3.27)
where
jq(x; y) = |det M| j=2(M j(x; y)− q); (3.28)
∧
={q = (q1; q2)∈Z2|suppjq(x) ∩ suppf = }: (3.29)
In particular, let
M =
(
2 0
0 2
)
;
we have
fj(x; y) = 2−j
∑
q
f
[
q1 + c1
2 j
;
q2 + c2
2 j
]
jq(x; y); j∈Z: (3.30)
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Note that, fj(x; y) is determined completely by {f[(q1 + c1)=2 j; (q2 + c2)=2 j]}q. Since
|f(x; y)− fj(x; y)| → 0; j →∞;
we can compute {f[(q1 + c1)=2 j; (q2 + c2)=2 j]}q by
f
[
q1 + c1
2 j
;
q2 + c2
2 j
]
= 2 j
∫
R2
f(x; y)jq(x; y) dx dy; j∈Z: (3.31)
Therefore, we can reconstruct original image by using (3.30) and some sample values (3.31). For
example, for j = 6 and using a nonseparable scaling function in [10] with compact support [0, 3],
we have
f6(x; y) =
26−1∑
q1=0
26−1∑
q2=0
f
[
q1 + c1
26
;
q2 + c2
26
]
(26x − q1; 26y − q2); (3.32)
where {f[(q1 + c1)=2 j; (q2 + c2)=2 j]}q satisfy (3.31). Thus, we can represent the original image by
using the 64× 64 sample values.
4. Experimental results
In what follows, we will perform some image compressions and compare the results obtained
by using the two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function approximation (NSFA) and the two-
dimensional separable wavelet linear approximation (SWLA). Here we use the example in [10],
which is a two-dimensional nonseparable continuous scaling function with compact support [0; 3]×
[0; 3], and the tensor product of Db4. Two images, lenna 512 × 512 and Goldhill 576 × 720, are
used for testing the proposed methods. The original images and reconstructed images are presented in
Figs. 1–14. The distortion is measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio
PSNR = 10 log10
(
2552
MSE
)
dB;
where MSE denotes the mean squared error between the original and reconstructed images. The
results show that for image lenna the PSNRs obtained by using NSFA are close to those ob-
tained by using SWLA when compression ratio = 116 and
1
64 (here, the compression ratio is de-
6ned by the ratio of the number of bits of the original image and the number of bits of the
6le of the sample values). But when compression ratio = 14 , the PSNR by NSFA is better than
the PSNR by SWLA. For image Goldhill, the PSNR obtained by using NSFA are close to those
by SWLA when compression ratio = 16 and
1
25 . But when compression ratio =
1
101 , the PSNR by
NSFA is superior to the PSNR by SWLA. This indicates that the nonseparable wavelets may
obtain better visual quality in image compression than separable wavelets for higher level of
compression.
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Fig. 1. The original lenna image.
Fig. 2. The reconstructed lenna image by using 256×256 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
approximation. The PSNR = 32:1852 and the compression ratio = 14 .
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Fig. 3. The reconstructed lenna image by keeping 256 × 256 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 30:1852 and the compression ratio = 14 .
Fig. 4. The reconstructed lenna image by using 128×128 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
approximation. The PSNR = 27:038 and the compression ratio = 116 .
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Fig. 5. The reconstructed lenna image by keeping 128 × 128 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 27:3626 and the compression ratio = 116 .
Fig. 6. The reconstructed lenna image by using 64× 64 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
approximation. The PSNR = 24:1623 and the compression ratio = 164 .
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Fig. 7. The reconstructed lenna image by keeping 64 × 64 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 24:3233 and the compression ratio = 164 .
Fig. 8. The original Goldhill image.
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Fig. 9. The reconstructed Goldhill image by using 256 × 256 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling
function approximation. The PSNR = 27:6554 and the compression ratio = 16 .
Fig. 10. The reconstructed Goldhill image by keeping 256× 256 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 27:7208 and the compression ratio = 16 .
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Fig. 11. The reconstructed Goldhill image by using 128 × 128 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling
function approximation. The PSNR = 25:2572 and the compression ratio = 125 .
Fig. 12. The reconstructed Goldhill image by keeping 128× 128 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 25:3397 and the compression ratio = 125 .
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Fig. 13. The reconstructed Goldhill image by using 64×64 sample values in two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
approximation. The PSNR = 23:1065 and the compression ratio = 1101 .
Fig. 14. The reconstructed Goldhill image by keeping 64 × 64 coe=cients in two-dimensional separable wavelet linear
approximation. The PSNR = 23:0406 and the compression ratio = 1101 .
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5. Image denoising
Image denoising is one of the important topics of image processing. In many engineering applica-
tions, such as astronomical and medical imaging, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, broadcast
transmission and optical scanning, the observed images are often degraded by the electronic compo-
nents or imaging environment (noise). Hence one needs to remove the noise to enhance the quality
of the images. There are several ways to remove the noise, such as mean 6lter, inverse 6lter and
wavelet transforms. In what follows, we use the two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function in-
terpolation with mean sampling values to approximate the observed image. The resulting image is a
smooth version of the observed image with less noise.
A gray-scale image with size M × N can be represented by a function of two variables f(x; y)
with
f(i; j) = the pixel gray value at pixel position (i; j);
where i=0; 1; : : : ; M − 1; j=0; 1; : : : ; N − 1. The general observation model for a linear degradation
and additive noise can be expressed as
g(x; y) = f(x; y) + n(x; y); (5.1)
where f(x; y) represents the original M×N image, g(x; y) represents the degraded image, and n(x; y)
represents noise.
Consider an observed signal modeled by (5.1). For the moment, let us assume that n(x; y) is data
independent white Gaussian noise. The denoising problem is to 6nd an estimation fˆ(x; y) from the
observation g(x; y) that is as close to the original data as possible.
Let fˆ(x; y) be an estimate of f(x; y), the di7erence or distortion is measured by signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) de6ned as follows:
SNR = 10 log10
*f
*e
; (5.2)
where
*f =
1
MN
M−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
(f(i; j))2;
*e =
1
MN
M−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
(f(i; j)− fˆ(i; j))2:
Since *f does not change for an image for all (x; y) = (0; 0); : : : ; (M − 1; N − 1), maximizing SNR
is equivalent to minimizing the mean square error
1
MN
M−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
(f(i; j)− fˆ(i; j))2:
In what follows, we will consider two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation (NSF
Interpolation) as a smooth process to approximate a function by the nonseparable scaling function.
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6. Wavelet denoising
Wavelet denoising refers to data reconstruction obtained by a nonlinear approximation in wavelet
transform domain. It has been 6rst introduced by Donoho and Johnston for reconstructing an unknown
function from noise observations [4]. Their method has been very popular since then, and has found
application in denoising medical signals and images [5], geophysical signals, synthetic aperture radar
signals [8,12], as well as in removing low bit rate compression artifacts [6,9].
Donoho and Johnston showed that wavelets, which are unconditional bases for a large number of
function spaces, are optimal bases for compression, estimation (noise reduction) and recovery. In
all its simplicity, the discovery was to observe that signals corrupted with additive noise satisfy the
following heuristics [17]:
(i) Signals are represented with a few large coe=cients.
(ii) Noise is evenly distributed across wavelet coe=cients and is generally small.
Therefore, for the reduction of noise, one can ‘kill or shrink’ the small wavelet coe=cients and
‘keep’ the large wavelet coe=cients. This is a process called Wavelet Thresholding. Both the soft-
(shrink, or kill) and the hard- (keep or kill) thresholding methods compare the input to a given
threshold and set it to zero if its magnitude is less than the threshold. More speci6cally, for a signal
of the observed (noise) image in the wavelet transformed domain, apply the Soft Thresholding
Tt:
Tt(c) =
{
c − sgn(c)t for |c|¿t;
0 for |c|6 t (6.1)
or the Hard Thresholding Tt
Tt(c) =
{
c for |c|¿t;
0 for |c|6 t (6.2)
to each wavelet coe=cient c. Then, we reconstruct the image from the thresholded wavelet coe=-
cients by the Inverse Wavelet Transform.
This method can be summarized in three steps:
• Obtain transform coe=cients by wavelet transformation of the observed data,
G =W‘g;
where W‘ denotes ‘-stage wavelet transform.
• Filter the transform coe=cients by Soft Thresholding or Hard Thresholding to get the thresholded
coe=cients Fˆ.
• Inverse wavelets transform the thresholded coe=cients
fˆ = (W‘)−1Fˆ:
Thus, we reconstruct the image from the thresholded wavelet coe=cients. There are also many
works of thresholding/shrinkage based on standard techniques, such as Bayesian, cross-validation,
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but most of them are not suitable for images [1]. Chang et al. presented an excellent scheme based
on wavelet thresholding [1]. For each sub-band of the wavelet coe=cients, a soft-threshold
t = *2
√

is used, where *2 and  are the noise variance and the hyperparameter of the Laplacian pdf,
respectively. The oracle thresholds were obtained by minimizing the mean square errors, assum-
ing the original images without noise were given. Therefore those oracle thresholds can be thought
as the best results while applying the usual wavelet thresholding. It is shown that the SNRs resulting
from are very closed to those of oracle thresholds. The success and popularity of wavelet denoising
is based on the following four facts about wavelet transform.
Locality: Wavelet transform coe=cients are localized simultaneously in time and scale, hence
wavelets can match a wide range of di7erent signal components, from transients to harmonics.
Multiresolution: Wavelet transform analyzes a signal at a nested set of scales, hence, the transform
matches both the long-duration and short-duration signal components.
Compression/representation: Given signal plus noise, most of the signal components are repre-
sented by a few high magnitude wavelet transform coe=cients, whereas noise is distributed across
low magnitude wavelet transform coe=cients. Hence, a thresholding in the wavelet domain eliminates
most of the noise.
Fast Algorithms: Wavelet transform can be obtained by O(n) computations.
7. Denoising by two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation
Although denoising by soft-thresholding is proven to be at least as smooth as the original function
and free of spurious oscillations, there is a tradeo7 between noise suppression and over-smoothing
of details. Another way of denoising by hard-thresholding yields better results than soft-thresholding
in terms of mean square error; however, it produces spurious oscillation. It is well known that
mean 6lter is best for removing the Gaussian noise if the background of the original image is
relatively smooth. In this case, denoising is basically a smoothing process. Since two-dimensional
NSF Interpolation is also a smooth process to approximate a function by the nonseparable scaling
function, the NSF Interpolation can be used to smooth the noise image. The following explains the
procedures.
Step 1: Construct a smooth function f(x; y) in the subspace V0 by using two-dimensional NSF
Interpolation to represent the image data as in (5.1), i.e.
f(x; y) =
M−1∑
p=0
N−1∑
q=0
f(p=M; q=N )(x − p; y − q); (7.1)
where f(i=M; j=N ) denote the pixel gray value of the noisy image at pixel position (i; j) and
(x; y)∈ [0; 1]× [0; 1].
Step 2: Approximate the function f(x; y) by two-dimensional NSF Interpolation fj(x; y) of
f(x; y) at the jth level and use the mean value of window M2−j × N2−j as the sampling
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Table 1
SNRs for the denoised Lenna 512× 512 image
Noise Level Noisy NSF MSFI WT
* = 10 13.60 18.9878 17.45 18.89
* = 15 10.08 17.7855 16.31 16.99
* = 20 7.58 16.3973 15.11 15.71
Table 2
SNRs for the denoised Goldhill 576× 720 image
Noise Level Noisy NSF MSFI WT
* = 10 13.84 18.64 17.38 17.61
* = 15 10.32 17.50 16.44 15.63
* = 20 7.82 16.31 15.47 14.35
Fig. 15. The original lenna image.
values, i.e.
fj(x; y) =
2 j−1∑
p=0
2 j−1∑
q=0
Sf(p=M; q=N )(2 jx − p; 2 jy − q); (7.2)
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Fig. 16. The noise and denoised lenna image by NSF: (a) noise lenna *=10, (b) denoised lenna *=10, (c) noise lenna
* = 15, (d) denoised lenna * = 15, (e) noise lenna * = 20, (f) denoised lenna * = 20.
where
Sf(p=M; q=N ) =

M2−j−1∑
k=0
N2−j−1∑
l=0
f(k=M; l=N )


/
(MN2−2j):
Thus, we reconstruct an image with the same size as the input image, i.e. the reconstructed image
is represented by the above function and with the value
fj(p=M; q=N )
at pixel position (p; q). Of course, this reconstructed image over-smooths the input noisy image.
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Fig. 17. The original Goldhill image.
Step 3: Subtract the 6rst reconstructed image from the input image, we get the 6rst di7erence
image, which mainly contains the noise and edges. Therefore we can estimate the noise level from
this di7erence image. We use the minimum local variance of window 9× 9 as the estimation of the
input noise level.
Step 4: Now, we use the 6rst di7erence image as the new input image and apply (7.2) at level
j− 1. At this step, we have to remove the noise from the sampling values. For Gaussian noise with
variance *2, the mean value of the noise with window size (2 j−1 + 1) × (2 j−1 + 1) is a Gaussian
random variable with variance *2=(2 j−1 + 1)2.
From the standard statistics, the sample value out of 3 times the standard deviation can be ignored.
Therefore, we apply the Hard-thresholding with
t = 3*=(2 j−1 + 1)
over the mean values from the window. Then we use the thresholded mean values as the sampling
values to form a similar function fj−1(x; y) and reconstruct the second image from this function.
Step 5: Repeat step 4 at level j − 2.
Step 6: Add all the reconstructed images, we get the denoised image with reduction of noise.
8. Numerical results
Two image, Lenna 512× 512 and Goldhill 576× 720, are used for testing the proposed methods.
The bivariate nonseparable compactedly supported orthonormal continuous scaling function in [10] is
used to get two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function interpolation to reconstruct image in level
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Fig. 18. The noise and denoised Goldhill image by NSF: (a) noise Goldhill * = 10, (b) denoised Goldhill * = 10, (c)
noise Goldhill * = 15, (d) denoised Goldhill * = 15, (e) noise Goldhill * = 20, (f) denoised Goldhill * = 20.
j=7; 6; 5 for Lenna and j=8; 7; 6 for Goldhill. The following Tables 1 and 2 shows the SNRs when
the noise variance is 102; 152 and 202. The noise column is the SNRs of the observed image before
denoising. The MSFI column is the SNRs of the denoised images with the multiscaling function
interpolation in [14]. The NSF column is the SNRs of the denoised images with the two-dimensional
nonseparable scaling function interpolation. The last column WT is the SNRs of the denoised images
by wavelet thresholding in [1].
The result in Tables 1 and 2 show that the SNRs from NSF are better than the other SNRs. The
visual performances of each case can be evaluated in Figs. 15–18.
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Remark. In this paper, our compression method is based on two-dimensional nonseparable scaling
function interpolation to approximate the image. The results show that the method performs better
than wavelet linear approximations. We also use two-dimensional nonseparable scaling function
interpolation to do the image denoising. We adaptively approximate the noised image by constructing
several approximate functions using the mean value in a window as the sampling value in the
interpolation formula. Visually the resulting images have less noise than those from the usual wavelet
thresholding. Test results show that the method improves the quality signi6cantly and performs better
than traditional wavelet thresholding.
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